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The Trial of Aaron Burr The charge of treason pitted President Thomas Jefferson against his former Vice-President and the Chief Justice of the United States. by Thomas Fleming



“T



uesday. 31 March, 1807. Mr. Hay, the attorney for the United States ... moved that the prisoner be committed in order to take his trial upon two charges.... 1st, For a high misdemeanor in setting on foot within the United States a military expedition against the King of Spain, a foreign prince with whom the United States at the time of the offence, were, and still are, at peace. 2nd, For treason in assembling an armed force with a design to seize the city of New Orleans, to revolutionize the territory attached to it and to separate the western from the Atlantic states.”
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This motion, if granted, would have sent a former U.S. Vice-President to prison to await trial for treason. In making it, the government’s attorney, George Hay, launched a political and constitutional confrontation that tested limits the framers had set on the concept of treason and strengthened the authority of the federal courts. The contest began in Richmond, Virginia, where former Vice-President Aaron Burr was fighting for his life and reputation. He had been arrested in February 1807 in the Mississippi territory, had escaped briefly, then was arrested again and taken to Richmond, where the nearest United States circuit court sat.



Aaron Burr, soldier, vice president of the United States, and inveterate schemer, as painted by John Vanderlyn.
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1806, General James Wilkinson, who commanded the U.S. Army in the Mississippi Valley and had until recently been governor of the Louisiana Territory and Burr’s friend, denounced Burr to Jefferson. Later Wilkinson sent Jefferson evidence of Burr’s treason, a cipher letter Burr had written detailing his plans. By then Jefferson had issued a proclamation calling on westerners to suppress the conspiracy. Local officials and Contemporary view of Virginia’s state Capitol, the site of Burr’s trial. militia seized boats and supplies, and most of the small, scattered bands that were to comprise Burr’s army (some 1,500 to 2,000 In a letter to Congress, President Thomas Jefferson had declared men at most) dissolved. One group of about 30 was found with him a traitor “beyond question.” In this preliminary hearing, Blennerhassett on his island. Hay was to argue that Burr had admitted guilt when he fled The arguments for and against jailing Burr were brief and arrest. drew the battle lines for the trial to come. Burr and his attorneys Public interest was so intense that the hearing was held in disputed the charges against him. A plan to attack the Spanish the main hall of Virginia’s House of Delegates, the only room empire was “meritorious,” Wickham argued. President Jefferlarge enough to accommodate the crowd. The Chief Justice of son himself, at the opening session of Congress, had assailed the United States, John Marshall, presided, sitting as a circuit Spanish “provocations” along the vaguely defined border and judge, with Judge Cyrus Griffin, the last president of the Contisaid war between the two nations threatened. Randolph ridinental Congress, beside him. Griffin was old and remained culed the idea that one could commit treason by “supposed inmute throughout the proceedings. At the prosecutor’s table, next tention,” and Burr denied that his flight proved guilt. He had to Hay, sat the U.S. attorney general, Caesar A. Rodney. Burr’s fled, his attorneys averred, because he feared he would be attorneys were John Wickham, a prominent Virginia lawyer, dragged to New Orleans for the merest formality of a military and Edmund Randolph, attorney general and secretary of state trial. under George Washington. Next to them sat the prisoner, a Attorney General Rodney expressed regret that he was short, compact man in a black silk waistcoat, prepared, as the prosecuting a man he had once considered a friend. But, he said, skilled attorney he was, to participate in his own defense. Burr’s activities in the West formed a “chain of circumstances” Burr, whose background and accomplishments were well that showed him guilty of a “most heinous crime.” The govknown, was the focus of attention. His maternal grandfather ernment had no desire to persecute Burr, Rodney insisted; he was Jonathan Edwards, the famous Puritan theologian. His would receive a fair trial. With that the attorney general vangrandfather and father had both been president of the College of ished from the scene, leaving the nervous and harried Hay in New Jersey, now Princeton University. Burr’s reckless bravery charge of the prosecution. at the storming of Quebec in 1775 had won him admiration and The next day, Marshall ruled on the government’s motion. rapid promotion to colonel. After the Revolutionary War, he He found probable cause for trial only on the misdemeanor of became the leader of New York’s Republican Party, rising waging war against Spain and announced that the government’s swiftly to the Senate and running for Vice-President in 1800 on evidence of treason—the cipher letter—was too weak to comthe victorious ticket with Thomas Jefferson. But mutual confimit Burr to prison. But, Marshall said, if the government could dence was short lived: An Electoral College tie between Burr present evidence that Burr meant to make war on the United and Jefferson threw the election into the House, and Burr was States, it could seek an indictment for treason. After quoting silent while Federalists dickered over whether he or Jefferson from Blackstone, Marshall declared that he could not allow “the would be the greater evil as President. The tie was broken on hand of malignity” to seize any individual and deprive him of the 36th ballot. Burr’s silence during the deadlock lost him Jefliberty. As a murmur of amazement swept the hall, the Chief ferson’s trust, and his flirtation with New York’s Federalists led Justice added in his deliberate drawl that he was not suggesting to his 1804 candidacy for governor of the state. Three months any specific malignity in the case before him. Setting bail at after the election, which he lost, he fatally wounded his archri$10,000, which Burr’s friends readily met, the Chief Justice val, former treasury secretary Alexander Hamilton, in a duel adjourned the court until May 22, the opening of the summer and destroyed his own political career in the bargain. term, when Burr would appear before a grand jury. In 1805 Burr turned his attention westward. The new naMarshall was keenly aware of the political nature of the tion’s western territories had fragile governments and lanprosecution, and his ruling on Burr emphasized the importance guished in benign neglect. Through early 1807 Colonel Burr (he of adhering to the Constitution. Treason, he said, was a charge preferred the military title) began raising funds and recruits for “most capable of being employed as the instrument of those a mysterious project. A wealthy Irishman, Harman Blennerhasmalignant and vindictive passions which may rage in bosoms of sett, offered financial help and gave him the use of an island in contending parties struggling for power.” the Ohio River not far from Marietta. But in the summer of News of the ruling quickly reached Jefferson, and the
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President was furious. In letters to fellow passed resolutions calling for constitutional Republicans, Jefferson portrayed Marshall as amendments that would permit the removal the leader of the Federalist opposition, who of judges by majority vote of Congress and was making “Burr’s cause their own.” He the recall of senators by a similar vote in raged against “the tricks of the judges” and state legislatures. predicted that Marshall’s tactics would spur Determined to find enough evidence of a constitutional amendment permitting ConBurr’s guilt to “satisfy the world, if not the gress to remove any judge who failed its judges,” Jefferson arranged for money to be standard of good behavior. drawn from the government’s contingency For years Jefferson had fumed over his fund and sent federal marshals into the Alinability to bring the judiciary to heel. He leghenys to search for proof of Burr’s was outraged in 1803 when Marshall astreachery. Over the next seven weeks, they serted in Marbury v. Madison that the Suordered 140 potential witnesses to Richpreme Court could declare acts of Congress Prominent Virginia lawyer John mond. Burr also wasted no time. He worked unconstitutional. But more galling to him Wickham led Burr’s defense team. on defense strategy and tactics and added was Congress’s failure in 1804 to remove four attorneys to his list, including the bibuSupreme Court Justice Samuel Chase for pro-Federalist “tirades lous, disheveled Luther Martin of Maryland, who had defended from the bench. To the President the Constitution provided for Chase. Few lawyers in America could match Martin for learnequality among the three branches of government. If the judiciing, eloquence and hatred of the President. When he wanted to ary was immune to removal by the people and could invalidate insult a man, Martin said he was “as great a scoundrel as Thoacts of Congress, then it was a stick rather than a spoke in the mas Jefferson.” wheels of the federal system. The court convened on May 22, with the population of Such thinking was commonplace at the time. When the Richmond temporarily swollen from 5,000 to 10,000. FronSenate failed to convict Chase on impeachment charges brought tiersmen in muddy boots and pantaloons mingled with elegant by the House of Representatives, Republicans in the House New Yorkers in brilliant English waistcoats and breeches. Among the westerners was a long lean Tennessean named Andrew Jackson, who mounted tree stumps and the steps of the Capitol to tell crowds that Burr was innocent, Jefferson was a tyrant and Wilkinson was an abominable liar in the pay of the Spanish. Burr and his attorneys returned to the Hall of Delegates to confront the grand jury, the composition of which seemed evidence of Jefferson’s resolve to get an indictment. There were “twenty democrats and four federalists,” Burr wrote to his daughter, including his bitter enemy Wilson Cary Nicholas, a former U.S. senator from Virginia. Another juror, William Branch Giles, a Virginia senator, had already declared Burr guilty on the floor of the Senate. To nettle Hay, the Chief Justice let Burr challenge the jurors—a privilege usually permitted only with trial juries. Burr quickly exposed the hostility of Nicholas and Giles and they stepped down. As he interrogated the remaining candidates, it became clear that most believed him guilty. Congressman John Randolph of Roanoke was one of the few who said that his mind might be changed by fresh facts and arguments. Marshall appointed him foreman, and the legal proceedings began. When Hay confessed that Wilkinson, the only man who could verify the authenticity of the cipher letter, had not arrived from New Orleans, Burr responded with a brilliant offensive thrust. He asked Chief Justice Marshall to issue a subpoena duces tecum (“bring with you”) to President Jefferson, ordering him to Richmond with the text of the letter as well as copies of his response to Wilkinson and the military orders for Burr’s arrest. Would Burr put the President in the dock? With rapt attention the crowd followed the argument that erupted. Hay deChief Justice John Marshall presided over Burr’s trial.
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in Richmond impossible. Privately Jefferson made clear that he was ready to deal with a constitutional crisis if Marshall precipitated one. He told Hay to notify him at once if the Chief Justice made an aggressive move and to instruct the federal marshal to ignore a court order to seize him. But Jefferson’s public letter had defused the confrontation; the defense accepted his promise to deliver the documents as a fulfillment of the subpoena. Meanwhile, General Wilkinson arrived, resplendent in full uniform of his own design. He was a handsome, fleshy man who exuded selfconfidence. After a lengthy conference, Hay wrote to Jefferson, saying that he was conBlennerhasset’s house on the island where Burr gathered his “troops.” vinced of the General’s “unsullied integrity” and would defend him against all comers. The grand jury took a different view. clared the motion out of Even before Wilkinson testified, John the question. Martin and Randolph described him as “the most finother members of the ished scoundrel that ever lived.” Throughout defense assailed Jeffera long career, reaching back to the Revoluson’s role in this “pecution, Wilkinson had shown a rare ability for liar case.” Marshall, careintrigue and self-glorification. Others befully stating his disapsides Andrew Jackson accused him of being proval of what was said a Spanish agent who had double-crossed “in the heat of debate”— Burr. though he had made no Under interrogation, Wilkinson admitattempt to stop the raging ted he had erased portions of the cipher letter rhetoric-issued the subthat revealed previous correspondence with poena. Unlike a king, the Burr. On the question of whether he had Chief Justice maintained, prior knowledge of the plot, he declined to the President was no answer on the grounds of self-incrimination. more immune to a subThe Chief Justice defended Wilkinson’s poena than any other right to do this, but the jurors entertained a citizen. Then he added an motion to indict him for “misprison of treaexplosive comment. It son”—the crime of knowing treason was was apparent that the being committed and doing nothing about it. government “expected” The motion lost by a vote of 9 to 7—a comto convict Burr, he said, mentary in itself from a jury weighted with and it was the duty of the Republicans. John Randolph wrote to a court to give him every friend lamenting that the general, “the means to exonerate himmammoth of iniquity,” had escaped. self. When the prosecuA second embarrassment for the govtion rose to protest the ernment was the refusal of Dr. Erick Bolluse of “expected” as Harmon Blennerhassett helped finance Burr’s west- man to testify. In the 1790s Bollman implying “wished,” the ern schemes. achieved modest fame for a quixotic attempt Chief Justice said he to rescue the Marquis de Lafayette from an would withdraw the Austrian prison. Later he immigrated to phrase. America and joined in Burr’s scheme. WilResponding to the subpoena, Jefferson said he was willing kinson had arrested him and Samuel Swartwout, Burr’s New to surrender the Wilkinson letter, but insisted that only he, as York confederate, in New Orleans the previous fall, after each President, could decide what other papers could be released. had delivered a copy of the cipher letter to him. He shipped Further affirming his co-equal powers, he stated in a letter to both men to Washington, D.C., where Bollman told Jefferson Hay, which the district attorney read in open court, that the everything he knew about the plot and signed a confession he “paramount duties” of the nation made his personal attendance was assured would not be made public. But in May 1807, Jef-
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ferson sent Bollman and the confession to Hay with orders to put Bollman on the stand and show the document to the grand jury, along with a pardon that guaranteed Bollman immunity. Outraged, Bollman refused to cooperate. The prosecution scored a point with the public when John Randolph asked Burr to produce a letter to Wilkinson that was mentioned in the cipher. Burr said he would never reveal a confidential letter unless forced to by “the extremity of circumstances.” For John Randolph this justified his suspicion that both men were guilty. Some 50 other government witnesses testified that in the fall of 1806, Burr had organized an armed force on Blennerhassett Island with the purpose of seizing New Orleans, fomenting revolt in the West and attacking Mexico. On June 24, the jurors indicted Burr and Blennerhassett for treason. The next day they indicted five others. Burr was remanded to the city jail, a verminous place where, his lawyers complained, it was impossible to confer with him. Marshall arranged for Burr to be transferred to a guarded house in Richmond, but Hay protested that he was liable to decamp and persuaded the court to move Burr to the state penitentiary in the Richmond countryside—15 miles from his lawyers. Here Burr was given three comfortable rooms. Never before, wrote Luther Martin to Burr’s son-in-law, Joseph Alston of South Carolina, another major investor in the alleged plot, “did any government thirst more for the blood of a victim.” On August 10, in the packed, sweltering Hall of Delegates, the trial began. The beautiful Theodosia Burr Alston was present, accompanied by her son and husband. Selecting a jury took days of wrangling. One prospective juror denied ever saying Burr was guilty, but he added that he believed he ought to be hanged; others referred to Burr as “the traitor.” After almost 90 people had been examined, Burr General James Wilkinson offered to let the choices be made the evidence. at random. It was clear to him that his escaping the hemp would depend on the law, not the conclusions of 12 good men and true. The legal contest centered on three questions: What occurred on Blennerhassett Island? Was it treasonous? What connection did Burr have to these events, which took place while he was a day’s journey away in Frankfort, Kentucky? The definition of “treason,” the only crime defined in the Constitution, was critical. Article III, Section 3 defines treason against the United States narrowly, saying it consists “only in levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies” and specifies the
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evidence (“Testimony of two witnesses to the celebrated same overt Act”) needed to convict. Drawing on an English treason statute, the framers had defined these matters with care for fear that charges of treason might be used to suppress legitimate political opposition. As one of them, James Wilson, later said, “If the crime of treason be indeterminate this alone is sufficient to make any government degenerate into arbitrary power.” Marshall had pondered the treason clause the previous January when Bollman and Swartwout appealed their arrest to the Supreme Court. Speaking for the Court, Marshall ordered the two released because they had levied no act of war. Treason, he said, must be distinguished from the conspiracy to commit it, for the crime should not be “extended by construction to doubtful cases.” But the Chief Justice’s opinion contained a troubling observation, or obiter dictum (“said in passing”). Though such comments are not legally binding, this one could not be ignored. “It is not the intention of the court,” Marshall wrote, “to say that no individual can be guilty of levying war who has not appeared in arms against his country.... If a body of men be actually assembled for the purpose of affecting by force a treasonable purpose, all those who perform any part, however minute, or however remote from the scene of the action, and who are actually leagued in the general conspiracy, are to be considered as traitors.” To the prosecution, this described Burr’s connection to the events on Blennerhassett Island. The first witnesses were General William Eaton, a hero of the war against the Barbary pirates, and Commodore Thomas Truxton, with whom Burr had taken refuge after the duel with Hamilton. They told of conversations with Burr during which he outlined his plans. The defense objected, claiming these discussions had no connection to events on Blenneradmitted tampering with hassett Island. Marshall permitted the testimony on the presumption that the government would connect the plot to the act. But the Chief Justice had been rethinking his obiter dictum on treason. On June 29, he wrote to his fellow Justices, soliciting their advice on how to apply the Constitution’s definition of the crime to Burr. Only one of Marshall’s letters, and none of the replies, survived. Writing to Associate Justice William Cushing, the Chief Justice admitted that his obiter dictum “adopts the doctrine of constructive treason.... Ought the expressions in that opinion to be revised?” Next the prosecution called to the stand Jacob Allbright, a
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laborer who had been on Blennerhassett Island on December 10, 1806. That day, Allbright testified, the local militia led by General Edward Tupper raided the island and seized Harman Blennerhassett “in the name of the Commonwealth” (the island was legally part of the Commonwealth of Virginia). According to Allbright, several of Burr’s recruits leveled their muskets at the general and his men, and they departed. Burr conducted the cross-examination. Did Allbright know Tupper? Allbright did and pointed him out. Burr had no more questions, but everyone in the hall had a very large one. Why didn’t the prosecution call Tupper to the stand? The answer, never supplied at the trial, could be found, as Burr suspected, in a deposition later sworn to by Tupper, in which he said he had never had a warrant to arrest anyone, that no guns had been leveled at him on December 10 and that he had spent a pleasant half hour chatting with Blennerhassett. The prosecution called several other witnesses who embroidered the events on the island: the men were making bullets and talking about conquests. But when no one corroborated Allbright’s tale of a threat of violence, Burr’s attorneys plunged into a vehement conference with the Chief Justice. Was Marshall planning to let Hay parade 140 witnesses to the stand when all he could offer as proof of treason was the dubious Allbright and the silent Tupper? Marshall ruled that it was time to hear arguments on whether further collateral evidence was admissible. This was the climax of the trial, and the lawyers nerved themDr. Erick Bollman refused selves for maximum efforts. Wickdential pardon. ham challenged Marshall’s obiter dictum in the Bollman-Swartwout case saying it created an American theory of “constructive treason” that weighed intent as much as act in proving treason. The framers of the Constitution had taken pains to bar this common-law doctrine from America by limiting treason to acts. Wickham maintained that Marshall’s obiter dictum was “a mere ... expression, thrown out in argument.” Few lawyers would have dared to challenge a judge like this, but Wickham looked directly at Marshall and said, “Your honor can set me right if I be mistaken.” The Chief Justice said nothing and Wickham hammered home his point: unless the prosecution could prove that a treasonous act had been committed, other evidence was worthless. Hay, in a panic, obtained an adjournment for the weekend. But on Monday, although the government’s rhetoric was often vigorous, its arguments were weak. William Wirt confessed that the strategy was based on Marshall’s obiter dictum. If they were wrong, “the misconception was general and common to the
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ablest men in the country.” Martin summed up for the defense, speaking for 14 hours. Matching Wickham’s boldness, he dismissed Marshall’s obiter dictum as something that “ought to have no more weight than the ballad or song of Chevy Chase” (an old ditty) and asked if justice had become “mere idle form and ceremony to transfer innocence from the gaol to the gibbet.” Marshall spent the weekend writing his decision, one of the longest in his career. He cited pages of authorities, an unusual practice for him. He viewed the Bollman-Swartwout obiter dictum as incomplete. A man who conspired to assemble an army to commit treason can be convicted only if the government proves both the conspiracy and the act. In Burr’s case, the government had proved neither. At the end of his decision the Chief Justice noted that government attorneys had hinted that he was risking impeachment if he ruled for Burr. “That this court dares not usurp power is most true,” he declared. “That this court dares not shrink from its duty is no less true.” On Monday, September 1, the decision was made public, and the jury retired while the Hall of Delegates seethed with animosity against Marshall and Burr. Wirt, who had no illusions about the verdict, told a friend, “Marshall has stepped in between Burr and death.” Returning in less than an hour, the foreman reported, “We of the jury say Aaron Burr is not proved to be guilty under this indictment by any evidence submitted to us.” Burr and his lawyers protested to testify despite a presithe wording, but Marshall let it stand, although he directed the court record to read “not guilty.” Burr still had to face trial for the misdemeanor of waging war against Spain and an attempt by Hay to transport him to Ohio for another treason trial, perils he weathered creditably. The same could not be said for Wilkinson, who was caught in so many lies that Hay lost all patience. The President did attempt to discipline the Chief Justice. When he sent the record of the trials to the legislature, he included a thinly veiled call for Marshall’s impeachment. It was ignored, and Jefferson’s last attempt to undermine the judiciary failed. After his ordeal Burr sailed to Europe and sought English help to wrest Texas and Mexico from Spain. Wilkinson, aided by the lies of his Spanish paymasters, survived a military court of inquiry that most people considered a whitewash. The Constitution, thanks to Marshall’s meticulous exegesis, fared even better. It banned constructive treason from American jurisprudence forever. Even more important was Marshall’s ruling on



judicial supremacy, which set a critical precedent: nearly 150 years later it was quoted by another Chief Justice, Warren Burger, when he admonished President Richard Nixon that he too must surrender important evidence.



nethy, The Burr Conspiracy (New York: Oxford University Press, 1954); Leonard Baker, John Marshall: A Life in Law (New York: Macmillan, 1975); Dumas Malone, Jefferson the President: The Second Term (Boston: Little, Brown, 1974).



■ SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING ■ Milton Lomask, Aaron Burr: The Conspiracy and Years of Exile (New York: Farrar Straus Giroux, 1982); Thomas P. Aber-



Thomas Fleming, a historian and novelist, is the author of The Man from Monticello: An Intimate Biography of Thomas Jefferson.



Burr, shown in toothless dotage, ended his years in 1836 in New York.
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